
CONTRA COSTA SUPERIOR COURT 
MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT:   21 
HEARING DATE:   08/19/20 

 

 The court is required to close at 3:00 p.m. today due to the high heat. 

Parties will therefore not be able to call the department between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. 

Parties wishing to contest any tentative ruling on the calendar after 3:00 p.m., 

should send a fax to Department 21 at 925-608-2691 before 4:00 p.m., with a copy to 

the opposing side, outlining the issues to be argued. Parties who fail to comply will 

not be allowed to argue. Thank you. 
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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00427 
CASE NAME: COLUMBUS VS. NATIONSTAR 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
FILED BY NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed motion for judgment on the pleadings is granted without leave to amend. Plaintiff’s 
home was foreclosed on early this year by his HOA, not defendants. All of plaintiff’s claims 
against the defendants fail as a result and the complaint is not susceptible to amendment. 
Plaintiff never served defendant US Bank. The action is dismissed. 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01267 
CASE NAME: SHENSON VS. COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued to September 16, 2020 at 9:00. 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00581 
CASE NAME: NAJJAR VS. GOLDSTEIN 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE  (Atty. Adam Weinacker) 
FILED BY DEFENDANTS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Application to admit attorney Adam Weinacker pro hac vice is granted. 
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 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01217 
CASE NAME: STEVEN SPENCE VS. GREEN PLANET 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 4th Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY STEVEN SPENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiff’s Motion for Leave to File a Fourth Amended Complaint is granted.  Plaintiff may 
file a Fourth Amended Complaint in the form attached as Exhibit 1 to his moving papers. 
 
 Background 
 

Plaintiff claims he was a 20% owner, and defendant Stephen Sutta an 80 % owner, 
of a company called Sutta-Tacoma Company.  In December 2013, Sutter-Tacoma was 
merged with other companies directly or indirectly to form The Sutta Company, Inc., a 
California corporation, which in January 2014 was renamed Global Planet 21, Inc. (“GP21”).  
Because of all this, plaintiff’s 20% ownership in Sutta-Tacoma allegedly turned into a 4.33% 
ownership in GP21.  The gist of plaintiff’s claim is that one or more of the defendants has 
refused to give him his stock certificates or acknowledge his ownership rights now that the stock 
has considerable value.  

 
Plaintiff asks leave to amend his complaint to add a claim for fraud through 

nondisclosure.  To determine whether that is in “furtherance of justice” (the standard for 
permitting amendments under CCP § 473), it is necessary to consider plaintiff’s previous 
versions of his complaint, the fact that some of them contained a cause of action for fraud, 
what prompted plaintiff to seek this new amendment, and what reliance and damages he 
alleges are based on the nondisclosure. 

 
 Plaintiff’s original complaint alleged two causes of action:  fraud and mistake.  The fraud 
cause of action alleged that plaintiff was induced to give up his ownership interest in Sutta-
Tacoma based on the promise that the interest would be exchanged for one in GP21.  However, 
his ownership interest in GP21 was never memorialized, and he learned it never would be and 
defendants claimed it did not exist on July 5, 2017.  (Complaint, ¶¶ 23, 24, 26, and 29.) 
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 Defendant demurred to the original complaint.  Plaintiff amended the complaint before 
the October 31, 2018 hearing date, so the court never ruled on that demurrer. 
 
 Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint alleged the same two causes of action for fraud and 
mistake, but added a cause of action for breach of contract. 
 
 Defendant demurred to the fraud cause of action again, arguing it was not alleged with 
sufficient specificity, and did not sufficiently allege damages or justifiable reliance. 
 

The court summarily sustained the demurrer to the fraud and breach of contract causes 
of action with liberal leave to amend, because, whatever the defects in the First Amended 
complaint, an exhibit attached to it contained a contemporaneous acknowledgment by 
defendant that plaintiff had become an owner of GP21. 
 
 Plaintiff’s Second Amended Complaint alleged only a cause of action for breach of 
contract.  The cause of action for fraud was dropped without explanation at the time, although 
plaintiff’s moving papers provide a reason now:  “discovery completed at the time did not 
support [it].”  (Opening Brief at 2:10-12.)   
 
 Plaintiff’s Third Amended Complaint again contained a single cause of action, for Breach 
of Contract. 
 
 Now plaintiff asks permission to allege a cause of action for fraud based on 
nondisclosure on the ground that in discovery he has learned that when defendant met with him 
at Lee’s Donut Shop on July 5, 2017, defendant showed him only a $3.17/share valuation, when 
defendant knew, and plaintiff did not, that there was a second valuation prepared by the same 
company, Brittan Park Valuation, on the same date that showed a $20.65/share valuation. 
 
 The proposed Fourth Amended Complaint alleges alternative theories of fraud.  First, it 
alleges that in the event plaintiff was never a shareholder of GP21, then defendants intentionally 
concealed that fact from him.  (¶ 34.)  He relied on the representation that he was an owner by 
relinquishing his ownership interest in Sutta-Tacoma; continuing to work for the successor 
company, GP21; consenting over the years to accept only limited pay raises, and foregoing 
cash bonuses.  (¶ 35.)  On the other hand, if in fact he was an owner in GP21, then defendants 
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had a duty to disclose the higher valuation to him that valued his shares at over $20 each.  
(¶ 36.)  Had they done so, he would have “bargained for a more appropriate compromise” 
apparently at the meeting on July 5, 2017, when defendant offered him only $137,000 for his 
ownership interest in GP21.  The $137,000 reflects a value of $3.17 per share for 43,435 shares 
he had been told his interest in Sutta-Tacoma had become.  (¶ 11, 21, 24, 41.) 
 
 Discussion 
 

A court is required to allow amendments liberally at any stage of the proceedings.  
It is an abuse of discretion to refuse an amendment if the defendant will not be prejudiced.  
(Atkinson v. Elk Corp. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 739, 761.)  An amendment may be disallowed, 
however, if it would be futile (Ivanoff v. Bank of America, NA. (2017) 9 Cal.App.5th 719, 726), 
such as if no liability exists under the new theory as a matter of law. (Huff v. Wilkins (2006) 138 
Cal.App.4th 732, 746.)   
 
 Defendants argue no prejudice here.  They just complain that plaintiff has already had 
four chances to get this right and is resurrecting a fraud claim that he already abandoned. 
 
 While the court is not happy to see plaintiff attempting to re-introduce a fraud claim after 
he abandoned one in the two most recent versions of his complaint, there is at least an 
argument that the claim is somewhat different from the one that was abandoned or that a new 
fact has come out in discovery.   
 
 Further, the “better” practice is not to deny permission to amend based on arguments 
that a claim is legally insufficient, but to grant leave to amend and address the sufficiency 
argument on a subsequent demurrer.  (Atkinson v. Elk Corp., supra, 109 Cal.App.4th at 760.)   
 
 Under the liberal standards governing amendments, the court believes it would be abuse 
of discretion to deny the amendment.  Therefore the motion is granted. 
 
 Because a demurrer and/or a motion to strike is inevitable, the court will provide some 
guidance now, which will hopefully help to shape the contours of any such challenge and bring it 
greater efficiency. 
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 First, throughout this litigation, defendant has argued that if plaintiff was not given 
stock certificates, he cannot in any sense be an owner of GP21.  The court is not yet convinced 
of this.  It is still not clear to the court whether the shares are just the evidence of ownership 
or they are the sole thing that constitutes it.  This legal point may remain an issue for 
summary judgment or trial.  The court does not want to see further argument about it on a 
pleading motion. 
 
 Second, defendants have repeatedly argued that plaintiff is somehow violating the sham 
pleading rule and is impermissibly pleading inconsistent facts.  Defendants argue that in the 
same breath plaintiff is both arguing that he is and he is not a shareholder in GP21. 
 
 That is not what plaintiff is alleging.  Throughout this litigation plaintiff has alleged, in 
effect, that he is a part owner of GP21, whether or not the shares evidencing that ownership 
were ever transferred to him, but if he is found legally not to have been an owner because he 
never received the shares, he has a remedy anyway.  The court finds nothing wrong with such 
pleading of alternative theories, which will lead to one result or another based on the findings of 
fact and conclusions of law at trial.  (Tanforan v. Tanforan (1916) 173 Cal. 270; see also 4 
Witkin, California Procedure (5th Ed. 2008), Pleading, §§ 402-404, pp. 542-545.)   
 

In Tanforan, the first count of the wife’s complaint alleged she did not know what 
property she conveyed by the deed her husband had her sign and the second, inferentially, 
that even if she did, she signed under duress.  In ruling that the trial court had no right to force 
her to elect which count she would proceed on at trial, the court said,  
 

Our simplified method of pleading which requires merely the 
statement of ultimate facts will not often render it necessary for a 
complaint to charge in inconsistent counts. But when for any 
reason the pleader thinks it desirable so to do, as where the exact 
nature of the facts is in doubt, or where the exact legal nature of 
plaintiff's right and defendant's liability depend on facts not well 
known to the plaintiff, his pleading may set forth the same cause of 
action in varied and inconsistent counts with strict legal propriety. . 
. . Since, then, inconsistent causes of action may be pleaded, it is 
not proper for the judge to force upon the plaintiff an election 
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between those causes which he has a right to plead.  
(Emphasis added.) 

 
See also Froeming v. Stockton Electric R. R. Co. (1915) 171 Cal. 401 (plaintiff in doubt as to 
how the accident happened alleged, in the alternative, that it occurred because the streetcar 
stopped and then suddenly started; or that it occurred because the streetcar slowed, but jerked 
forward before stopping.) 
 
 The court does not want to see more argument like that on page 3, lines 19-21 or 
page 4, lines 3-6 on the next pleading motion. 
 

While the court does not believe that plaintiff has engaged in impermissible pleading of 
inconsistent facts, it does see a potential problem with the proposed cause of action for fraud 
based on nondisclosure of the $20.65 share valuation.  The court is making no ruling now on 
whether plaintiff’s claimed reliance – that had he known of the valuation he would have 
bargained for a better value at the July 5, 2017 settlement meeting – is actionable or is 
inherently speculative.  The parties should be prepared to cite pertinent legal authorities 
regarding whether this is a viable theory.  (See, e.g. Marshak v. Ballesteros (1999) 72 
Cal.App.4th 1514, 1518-1519; but see Viner v. Sweet (2003) 30 Cal.4th 1232, 1242-1243.)   

 
But even if that alternative of the fraud theory is not viable, the court states in advance 

that it will not then strike the other theory because the other theory is not based on new facts 
(see Opp. at 6:5-6) or is too similar to the fraud theory advanced in the original complaint and 
later abandoned.  However, the court also states that plaintiff will get one chance to get his fraud 
theory right and that the court is very unlikely to grant any further amendments other than that. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02375 
CASE NAME: MARTHINSEN VS. ATTIC MASTERS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT 
FILED BY ATTIC MASTERS, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Adam Atari, Lynette Watkins, and Moshe Gohar (collectively, “Defendants”) filed a 
motion requesting the Court set aside the defaults entered against them due to mistake, 
inadvertence, surprise or neglect, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 473(b) 
(hereinafter, “Motion”). 

The Motion is denied for the reasons set forth below.  

Background 

This matter, concerning Defendants’ alleged defective insulation work on plaintiffs’ home in 
Richmond, was filed in November of 2018. On January 23, 2019, Attic Masters was served. 
Lynette Watkins was served on February 10, 2019. A default was entered as to Attic Masters on 
March 14, 2019, but no default was immediately taken as to Lynette Watkins. This was based 
on her own representations to plaintiffs’ counsel related to tendering the claim to her insurance. 

On May 2, 2019, plaintiff filed an amended complaint, adding defendant Moshe Gohar. 
Defendant Adam Atari was personally served with the amended complaint on May 6, 2019 and 
his default was entered on July 15, 2019. Moshe Gohar was personally served with the 
amended complaint on July 14, 2019. His default was entered on August 26, 2019. 

Default was entered as to Lynette Watkins on September 27, 2019. Ms. Watkins then personally 
attended a CMC in this Court on September 30, 2019, but was unable to make an official 
appearance due to her default having been entered. (9/30/19 Minute Order; Watkins 
Supplemental Declaration, ¶4.) 

Both Lynette Watkins and Moshe Gohar personally appeared at a CMC on January 9, 2020, 
informing the Court that they needed time to obtain counsel and that the issues should be 
handled by insurance, not them. (Watkins Supplemental Declaration, ¶5; 1/9/20 Minute Order.) 
They apparently met with counsel on January 15, 2020. (Motion, 3:20-21; Watkins 
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Supplemental Declaration, ¶7.) Counsel’s attempt to file an answer on Defendants’ behalf was 
rejected on January 21, 2020. (Watkins Supplemental Declaration, Ex. B.) 

Nothing else was filed prior to mid-March, when the Court closed due to concerns related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The Motion was filed promptly once the Court re-opened at the end 
of May. 

Defendants appear to request their defaults be set aside under Code of Civil Procedure §§473.5 
and 473(b), arguing they are entitled to both mandatory relief due to lack of actual notice, and 
discretionary relief due to mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect. They submit 
declarations from Defendants Watkins and Gohar. Despite referring to a declaration from James 
L. Tenner (Motion, 3:6-7), no such declaration has been received by the Court.  

Plaintiffs oppose the Motion. They argue that Defendants have not made their Motion 
within the required six month timeframe to allow for discretionary relief, that Defendants fail 
to show any mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect, and that no proposed 
responsive pleading was provided. Plaintiffs do not respond to any arguments related to lack of 
actual notice. 

Analysis 

“Although the policy of the law is to favor a hearing on the merits of a case, courts are not 
required to set aside default judgments for defendants who flagrantly ignore the responsibility 
to present a defense. The burden of a party who has had a default entered against him is not 
limited to merely articulating the existence of a meritorious case. The defendant must also 
demonstrate a satisfactory excuse for not responding to the original action in a timely manner. 
[Citation.]” (Stiles v. Wallis (1983) 147 Cal. App. 3d 1143, 1148; Cruz v. Fagor America, Inc. 
(2007) 146 Cal.App.4th 488, 503-504.) 

It should be noted that neither Defendant Watkins nor Defendant Gohar proclaim a lack of 
“actual notice” of the summons and complaint in time to defend the action. Both Watkins and 
Gohar admit to having actual notice of the lawsuit. (Watkins Declaration, ¶¶3-4.; Gohar Decl., 
¶2(a)) despite references to “publication of summons,” (Motion, 4:24-25) and improper service 
(Motion, 3:19-20.) These conclusory references to improper service are not supported by any 
evidence here that service was by publication, or otherwise improper. Since Defendants had 
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actual notice, they are not entitled to a relief from default under Code of Civil Procedure section 
473.5. (See Pulte Homes Corp. v. Williams Mechanical, Inc. (2016) 2 Cal.App.5th 267, 275.)  

As for any discretionary relief available under Code of Civil Procedure §473(b), the request to 
set aside a default must be “made within a reasonable time, in no case exceeding six months, 
after the judgment, dismissal, order, or proceeding was taken.” Courts are clear that the 
deadline to seek to set aside a default is six months from the entry of the default. “The six-month 
time limit for granting statutory relief is jurisdictional and the court may not consider a motion for 
relief made after that period has elapsed. The six-month period runs from entry of default, not 
entry of judgment.” (Manson, Iver & York v. Black (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 36, 42, internal 
citations omitted; see also, Title Ins. & Trust Co. v. King Land & Improv. Co. (1912) 162 Cal. 44, 
45-46; Weiss v. Blumencranc (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 536, 541.)   

For Defendants Gohar and Atari, more than six months had elapsed from the entry of default, 
prior to any Covid-19 Court closure period. Defendant Gohar’s default was entered on August 
26, 2019 and the six month deadline expired in February 2020. Similarly, Defendant Atari’s 
default was entered on July 15, 2019 and the six month deadline expired in January 2020. 
March would have already been too late for both Defendants Gohar and Atari to set aside their 
defaults based on their mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect. Defendants 
sought to set aside the default on May 29, 2020. This Motion is therefore untimely as to both 
these defendants, and the Court lacks discretion to set aside their defaults. (Code Civ. Proc., 
§473(b).)  

As for Defendant Watkins, whose default was not entered until September 27, 2019, the six 
month period would have expired on March 27, 2020 but for the Court’s Covid-19 closure which 
began on March 16, 2020. Where a defendant makes a mistake in judgment in electing to 
represent herself, this does not constitute excusable neglect sufficient to set aside a default. 
(Burnete v. La Casa Dana Apartments (2007) 148 Cal. App. 4th 1262, 1267-1268.) 

Watkins’ delay was not reasonable under the circumstances. She was apparently attempting to 
resolve the suit without an attorney, having known about this lawsuit since she was personally 
served in early 2019. She specifically made assurances to plaintiffs which caused plaintiffs to 
delay taking her default. While Watkins claims she was given information by plaintiffs’ counsel 
that about the purpose of the lawsuit being related to insurance (Watkins Decl. ¶3), it is unclear 
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how this would cause her to believe she could ignore the suit, especially since she was 
specifically notified about the critical nature of the default at both CMC hearings in this matter.   

None of the Defendants have made a timely showing of mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or 
excusable neglect sufficient for their default to be set aside. As an additional reason for denial, 
the Court notes the lack of any proposed responsive pleading with the Motion. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Plaintiffs’ unopposed request that the Court take judicial notice of “statutes and codes,” and 
“any and all filings in the instant proceeding,” is granted. 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00307 
CASE NAME: F. KEWELL  VS.  T. KEWELL 
HEARING ON OSC RE: FAILURE TO FILE DISMISSAL 
ON CONDITIONAL SETTLEMENT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Taken off calendar; not a law and motion matter. 
 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02087 
CASE NAME: WICKMAN VS. COUNTRYWOOD SHOPPING 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING FURTHER RESPONSES 
FILED BY VIVAN WICKMAN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to compel further responses to the first set of form interrogatories is granted. 
Defendant concedes responses are required. It asserts that it has served amended responses 
but is confusing responses related to defendant Countrywood and not defendant Starbucks. 
Responses are due within 10 days of this motion. 
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The requested sanctions in the amount of $2,760 are granted. The interrogatories were served 
in January and have still not been answered. The court has sympathy for the distress 
coronavirus has caused defense counsel but the delay remains unwarranted, and counsel’s 
refusal to engage with Discovery Referee is particularly problematic. Sanctions are due along 
with the responses. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02087 
CASE NAME: WICKMAN VS. COUNTRYWOOD SHOPPING 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING FURTHER RESPONSES 
FILED BY VIVAN WICKMAN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to compel further responses to the first set of document demands is 
granted. Defense counsel does not really offer justification for refusal to provide documents 
apart from her mistaken belief that the demands were somehow limited to the lease. Even if 
they were, providing a redacted copy of the lease should not have taken 8 months. 
 
The requested sanctions in the amount of $2,760 are granted. While the court has sympathy for 
the distress coronavirus caused defense counsel, the delay remains unwarranted, and counsel’s 
refusal to engage with Discovery Referee is particularly problematic. Sanctions are due along 
with the responses. 
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 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02435 
CASE NAME: MORADI VS. IBRAHIMI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO EXPUNGE LIS PENDENS 
FILED BY HEDAYAT MORADI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
            Plaintiff Hedayat Moradi’s Motion to Expunge is granted.    
 
 The court may order the lis pendens expunged if: (1) the court finds that the pleading 
on which the notice is based does not contain a real property claim. (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. 
§ 405.31); (2) if the court finds that the claimant has not established by a preponderance of 
the evidence the probable validity of the real property claim. (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 405.32); 
and (3) the court finds that the real property claim has probable validity, but adequate relief 
can be secured to the claimant by the giving of an undertaking. (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 405.33.) 
The Court’s findings on each of these favor Plaintiff’s motion to expunge the lis pendens. 
 
Background 
 
 Plaintiff Hedayat Moradi owns real property commonly known as 10 Encina Place, 
Pittsburg and 89 Atherton Avenue, Pittsburg.  Plaintiff acquired the properties by grant deed in 
2012 and 2015, respectively.  Plaintiff alleges he owns the properties exclusively.  
 
 Plaintiff’s sister, Sohaila (on some of the documents her name is spelled “Soheila”) 
Ibrahimi is married to Defendant, David Ibrahimi.  The Ibrahimis are in the process of divorcing.  
On September 27, 2019, Defendant David Ibrahimi caused two Notice of Pendency of Action 
to be recorded in Contra Costa County, identifying alleged real property claims against Plaintiff’s 
Pittsburg properties.  Although David has never been on title for either of the properties, he is 
claiming an interest in the properties in the divorce action.    
 
Motion 
 
 Plaintiff brings this motion to expunge the two lis pendens on three grounds: 
1) the lis pendens is void and invalid as Defendant failed to serve notice of the recording of the 
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lis pendens on the record owner; (2) Defendant fails to allege a “real property claim”; and (3) 
Defendant cannot meet his burden of establishing a probable validity of the real property claim.  
 
Failure to Serve Lis Pendens on Record Owner (CCP § 405.22 and 405.23) 
 
 Cal. Code of Civil Procedure § 405.22 provides in pertinent part: “the claimant shall, prior 
to recordation of the notice, cause a copy of the notice to be mailed, by registered or certified 
mail, return receipt requested, to all known addresses of the parties to whom the real property 
claim is adverse and to all owners of record of the real property affected by the real property 
claim as shown by the latest county assessment roll.”  CCP § 405.23 provides, “Any notice of 
pendency of action shall be void and invalid as to any adverse party or owner of record 
unless the requirements of Section 405.22 are met for that party or owner and a proof of service 
in the form and content specified in Section 1013a has been recorded with the notice of 
pendency of action.” 
 
 Plaintiff Moradi declares he has never been served with notice of the lis pendens 
regarding either the Encina or the Atherton property.  He claims he only learned of the of the 
lis pendens through his sister, Sohaila Ibrahimi.  (Moradi Decl., ¶¶ 4, 7.)  Defendant allegedly 
included the lis pendens in one of his family law pleadings.   
 
 According to the case law, the lis pendens is void if the recording fails to comply with 
mailing requirement.  While the statutes do not provide that a lis pendens may be expunged if it 
is void for lack of compliance with the mailing requirement, cases have held that noncompliance 
with the mailing requirement is a fourth, nonstatutory ground for expungement. (See McKnight v. 
Superior Court (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 291, 303.)  “Nevertheless, the failure to provide for 
expungement explicitly, by statute, strengthens our conclusion that the Legislature did not intend 
to require that a void lis pendens be expunged. (Carr v. Rosien (2015) 238 Cal.App.4th 845, 
857.) This means Plaintiff is not obligated to move to expunge before the lis pendens can be 
deemed “void and invalid.”  (See Rey Sanchez Investments v. Superior Court (2016) 244 
Cal.App.4th 259, 263.) 
 
 However, “If a notice of lis pendens is ‘void and invalid,’ and thus a nullity, it would be 
incongruous that the Legislature intended such notice to remain of record as a cloud upon the 
owner's title that effectively prevents the owner from freely conveying or otherwise dealing with 
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his property.”  Just as expungement is the long-recognized remedy for a lis pendens which is 
void for not meeting the requirements of section 405.31, 405.32, and 405, it is applicable to a lis 
pendens which is void because the conditions of the mailing requirements are not met.  (See 
McKnight v. Superior Court (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 291, 303.)     
 
 Here, Defendant’s opposition does not address the issue of the lis pendens being void 
and invalid for failure to service notice thereof.  Defendant has not provided a proof of service.  
It does not appear a proof of service was recorded with the notice of pendency of action.  
The Court may grant expungement on this ground alone.      
 
Defendant Has Not Alleged a Real Property Claim   
 
 The court shall order the notice expunged if the court finds that the pleading on which 
the notice is based does not contain a real property claim. (Cal Code Civ Proc § 405.31.)  
“[Code of Civil Procedure] Section 405.4 defines a ‘Real property claim’ as ‘the cause or causes 
of action in a pleading which would, if meritorious, affect (a) title to, or the right to possession of, 
specific real property ….’” (Kirkeby v. Superior Court (2004) 33 Cal.4th 642, 647.)  “Unlike most 
other motions, when a motion to expunge is brought, the burden is on the party opposing the 
motion to show the existence of a real property claim. (See § 405.30.)”  (Kirkeby v. Superior 
Court (2004) 33 Cal.4th 642, 647.) 
 
 Here, Plaintiff maintains he has owned the properties exclusively since the purchase in 
2012 and 2015. The grant deeds attached the complaint as Exhibits A and B show a transfer of 
the properties to “Hedayat Moradi, a single man.”  Plaintiff contends it is unclear what interest 
Defendant is alleging with respect to the subject properties because Defendant has contributed 
no funds to this property.  (Sohaila Ibrahimi Decl., ¶7; Moradi Decl., ¶9.)  However, Plaintiff 
concedes Defendant is claiming some financial interest in the properties. 
 
  In the Opposition, Defendant claims the two properties are owned by Defendant and his 
wife, notwithstanding the title in Plaintiff’s name. In support of the of Opposition, Defendant 
attaches a number of cashier’s checks paid to the order of Hedayat Moradi, with Soheila 
Ibrahimi listed as the purchaser.  Defendant also includes exhibits showing cashier’s checks 
made by Soheila to the County Tax Collector for property taxes. Defendant argues that he has 
alleged facts showing a real property claim.  Moreover, Defendant claims a lis pendens may be 
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recorded in a dissolution of marriage action in which the ownership of a specific piece of real 
property is at issue.  (Kane v. Huntley Financial (1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 1092, 1096.)   
 
 First, Kane v. Huntley Financial is factual distinguishable.  Kane involved property owned 
by the husband and wife as joint tenants.  The wife commenced a dissolution action, which the 
court granted but reserved judgment on the distribution of property.  Before a decision on the 
distribution of property could be entered, the husband used the property as security to obtain a 
loan.  The wife moved to have the encumbrance removed. The court held the encumbrance 
valid as the lender justifiably relied on title in the husband’s name.  The court stated that the wife 
should have recorded a lis pendens at the beginning of the dissolution action.   The situation in 
Kane is totally different from the case at bar.  Here, the property is held in title by a third party to 
marriage.  There are no indicators of legal title in Defendant at all. 
 
 Secondly, “The question of whether pleadings state a real property claim is tested by 
a ‘demurrer-like analysis’ that centers on the adequacy of the pleading. [Citation.] It is strictly 
a binary process: If you properly plead a real property claim, you can file a notice of lis pendens; 
if you don't, you can't.”  (Gale v. Superior Court (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1388, 1395.)   Here, 
the pleading in this case would be Defendant’s petition for dissolution filed on September 6, 
2019 in Alameda County, Case No. HF19034179. (Complaint, Exhibit E.)   The petition requests 
a determination of rights to community and quasi-community assets and debts listed in the 
Property Declaration (Form FL-160).   
 
 Unfortunately, Form FL-160 is not attached to Plaintiff’s Exhibit E.  The Court does not 
know whether it was omitted from Plaintiff’s exhibits or if Defendant did not file a Form FL-160.  
The Court cannot determine whether these specific properties are mentioned in Defendant’s 
pleadings.  “[T]here is no entitlement to file a notice of lis pendens without a cause of action in 
a pleading that affects title to specific real property.”  (Gale v. Superior Court (2004) 122 
Cal.App.4th 1388, 1395.)   
 
  From the copy of the pleadings in the file, the nature of any claim to specific real 
property cannot be ascertained. “The whole idea of a notice of lis pendens is to give 
constructive notice of the legal proceeding affecting title to a specific piece of property.” (Gale v. 
Superior Court (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1388, 1396.)  “In effect, a notice of lis pendens 
“‘republishes’ the pleadings.   Thus a potential buyer of the property should be able to go the 
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courthouse and look up the documents (the pleadings) in the court proceeding which might 
affect title or possession of the real property he or she is thinking of buying or lending money 
on.” (Gale v. Superior Court (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1388, 1396, internal quotation omitted.)  
Defendant has not included a copy at all of his family law pleadings, despite it being Defendant’s 
burden to demonstrate the pleadings state a real property claim.   
 
 As mentioned above Defendant has included copies of cashier’s checks showing 
payments to Plaintiff and payment of taxes, but not evidence demonstrating a right to title or 
possession.  An equitable lien or constructive trust should not be construed as a real property 
claim.  (BGJ Associates v. Superior Court (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 952, 968.  “[A]n action for 
money only, even if it relates in some way to specific real property, will not support a lis 
pendens.” (Ibid.)   
 
 Defendant has not met his burden of establishing a real property claim as required by 
CCP § 405.31. 
 
Defendant Has Not Establish Probable Validity of the Real Property Claim 
 
 To avoid a motion to expunge under CCP § 405.32, the burden is on the lis pendens 
claimant (Defendant) to establish the “probable validity” of the real property claim “by a 
preponderance of the evidence.” (CCP § 405.32.) “‘Probable validity,’ with respect to a real 
property claim, means that it is more likely than not that the claimant will obtain a judgment 
against the defendant on the claim.” (CCP § 405.3.)  Here, Plaintiff submits his declaration and 
the declaration of his sister, whereby each declares under penalty of perjury, that Defendant 
never contributed financially in any fashion to either property.   Defendant provides no 
declaration in opposition stating his interest or right to title or possession of the property.  
Defendant makes no convincing arguments of the probability of succeeding on his claim.  
Instead, Defendant relies on his position that a “mini trial” is required to determine the validity 
and credibility of the witnesses.   “[T]he revised lis pendens statutes provided that a lack of 
evidentiary merit would be a ground for expungement: ‘If the claimant does plead a real property 
claim, but the claim pleaded has no evidentiary merit, the lis pendens must be expunged upon 
motion under [section] 405.32.’ [Citation.]”  (La Jolla Group II v. Bruce (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th 
461, 474-475.)     
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  Finally, even if the Court finds that the real property claim has probable validity, it may 
grant an expungement if adequate relief can be secured to the claimant by the giving of an 
undertaking. (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 405.33.)  Here, it appears Defendant is claiming some 
financial interest in the property. Defendant has not demonstrated why an undertaking will not 
suffice.    
 
Attorney’s Fees  
 
 “The court shall direct that the party prevailing on any motion under this chapter be 
awarded the reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of making or opposing the motion unless the 
court finds that the other party acted with substantial justification or that other circumstances 
make the imposition of attorney’s fees and costs unjust.” (Cal Code Civ Proc § 405.38.) Under 
this section attorney fees are mandatory unless the Court finds Defendant acted with substantial 
justification.  The Court does not find Defendant’s action justified.   Plaintiff’s request for 
attorney’s fees in the amount of $4,300 is granted. 

 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02597 
CASE NAME: DISCOVERY BAY VS. LUCIDO 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE: CONTEMPT 
FILED BY DISCOVERY BAY COUNTRY CLUB RESIDENTIAL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
OSC re Contempt is denied without prejudice due to plaintiff’s failure to serve the affidavit/OSC 
re contempt by personal service. The court also notes the current motion appears to request the 
court authorize the HOA to move the offending boat at defendant’s expense. The court is 
unaware of any authority by which it could provide such relief on a contempt. 
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11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00271 
CASE NAME: MENASCO VS. KILARR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE  
FILED BY JERRY KILARR, CONSTANCE KILARR, JORDAN J. YUDIEN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Dropped from calendar by stipulation. 
  

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00777 
CASE NAME: STATE ROUTE 4 BYPASS AUTHORITY 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER FOR PREJUDGMENT POSSESSION 
FILED BY STATE ROUTE 4 BYPASS AUTHORITY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Taken off calendar by stipulation. 
 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00915 
CASE NAME: WATERS VS. YEE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE 
FILED BY VERONICA YEE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant Veronica Yee’s motion to strike is denied.  Insofar as the motion is directed to 
entire causes of action, it is duplicative of defendant’s demurrer.  Insofar as the motion is 
directed to specific language within the Complaint, it is denied because the notice of motion is 
defective.  (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1322, subd. (a).) 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00915 
CASE NAME: WATERS VS. YEE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY VERONICA YEE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant Veronica Yee’s special demurrer is sustained with leave to amend.  

(Code Civ. Proc., § 430.10, subds. (f) and (g).)  Plaintiffs shall file any amended complaint on or 

before September 18, 2020.  The basis for this ruling is as follows. 

 A. Preliminary Matters. 

  A-1. Defendant Yee. 

 Plaintiffs purport to sue two named defendants: Veronica Yee, and Veronica Yee Living 

Trust.  However, “[u]nlike a corporation, a trust is not a legal entity.”  (Galdjie v. Darwish (2003) 

113 Cal.App.4th 1331, 1343.)  For this reason, a trust “has no capacity to sue or be sued, or to 

defend an action.”  (Id., at 1344.) 

 The Court deems plaintiffs to have sued one defendant, Veronica Yee, but in two 

capacities: (1) in Ms. Yee’s individual capacity and; (2) in Ms. Yee’s capacity as trustee.  

Because there is only one defendant, the Court will refer to Ms. Yee only by her last name, 

meaning no disrespect.  On the other hand, because there are three plaintiffs, two of whom 

have the same last name, for clarity the Court will refer to plaintiffs by their first and last names. 

  A-2. The Meet-And-Confer Process. 

 The Court is disappointed by the lack of civility between counsel during the meet-and-

confer process.  Both attorneys are admonished that they must meet and confer in a civil, good 

faith manner, “in person or by telephone” as the governing statutes require, before defendant 

Yee brings any renewed demurrer or motion to strike. 

  A-3. Defendant Yee’s Extraneous Evidence. 
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 The Court has not considered the declaration of defendant Veronica Yee.  The Court has 

also not considered those portions of the opening declaration of attorney Karen Matcke Crosby 

that relate to background matters, rather than the meet-and-confer process.  In ruling on a 

demurrer and a motion to strike, the Court must consider only the allegations of the Complaint 

and matters of which judicial notice may be taken, not extraneous evidence. 

  A-4. The Reply Papers. 

 The Court will consider defendant Yee’s reply papers, even though they were filed one 

court day late.  Defendant’s counsel has shown a reasonable excuse for the delay, and there is 

no apparent prejudice.  The Court is disappointed that plaintiffs’ counsel refused to stipulate to a 

one-day delay, when reasonably requested to do so, and the Court again admonishes both 

sides concerning the need for civility. 

 Plaintiffs’ counsel and defendant’s counsel have each other’s email addresses, and are 

directed to serve future papers by email in light of the ongoing Covid 19 crisis. 

 B. The Special Demurrer. 

  B-1. Plaintiffs Sara Waters and James Ketsdever. 

 Each of plaintiffs’ causes of action is based on the breach of one or more of 

three alleged agreements: (1) an agreement among all four parties entered into in 2003; 

(2) an agreement between plaintiff Craig Waters and defendant Yee entered into in January 

2006, which plaintiffs refer to as the “Waters/Yee” agreement, and; (3) an agreement between 

plaintiff Craig Waters and defendant Yee entered into in April 2016.  (Complaint, ¶ 8, ¶ 9, and 

¶ 17.)  Yet none of plaintiffs’ four causes of action is unambiguously based on an alleged breach 

of the 2003 agreement; the only agreement expressly invoked in the causes of action is the 

January 2006 agreement. 

This is important, because plaintiffs Sara Waters and James Ketsdever have not alleged 

facts showing how they might claim standing to sue for any breach of the January 2006 or the 

April 2016 agreements, given that these two plaintiffs were not parties to either of those 

agreements.  Nor have these two plaintiffs alleged how they could have been harmed by any 
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breach of the January 2006 or the April 2016 agreements; it is not clear to the Court how these 

two plaintiffs would benefit from plaintiff Craig Waters receiving a quitclaim deed. 

 This confusion concerning the standing of plaintiffs Sara Waters and James Ketsdever is 

compounded by plaintiffs’ failure to fully comply with rule 2.112 of the California Rules of Court.  

Subdivision (3) of that rule requires plaintiffs to indicate which plaintiffs are asserting each cause 

of action.  Plaintiffs do indicate that the Fourth Cause of Action is brought only by plaintiff Craig 

Waters, but the Complaint is ambiguous as to which plaintiffs are bringing the First through the 

Third Causes of Action.  Further adding to the confusion is language such as the following: 

“The Plaintiffs [plural] have complied with all of his [singular] obligations …”  (Complaint,¶ 25.) 

 In any amended complaint, plaintiffs Sara Waters and James Ketsdever shall state their 

cause or causes of action separately from those stated by plaintiff Craig Waters.  The Court’s 

preliminary assessment is that plaintiffs Sara Waters and James Ketsdever would have standing 

to state causes of action based on the alleged 2003 agreement, but would not have standing to 

state causes of action based on the other two agreements. 

 Further, in any amended complaint — no matter which plaintiffs are asserting it — each 

cause of action shall relate to only one alleged agreement, and shall clearly indicate both in the 

caption and in the operative allegations which agreement is the subject of the cause of action.  

Combining into one cause of action allegations concerning three separate agreements entered 

into by two different sets of parties over a 13-year time span is unfair to defendant Yee, and it 

also frustrates judicial evaluation of the substantive merits of plaintiffs’ legal theories. 

  B-2. The 2003 and January 2006 Agreements. 

 Plaintiffs have not alleged whether the 2003 and the January 2006 agreements are oral 

or written.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 430.10, subd. (g).)  lf the agreements are oral, plaintiffs shall so 

allege.  If the agreements are written, plaintiffs shall attach full and legible copies of the subject 

writings as tabbed exhibits to any amended complaint.  (See, Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1110, 

subd. (f).) 

 Plaintiffs have also not alleged the date of each alleged breach of the 2003 agreement 

and the January 2006 agreement.  For example, plaintiffs allege that defendant Yee “has not 
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contributed to the costs to maintain” the Grandview residence.  (Complaint, ¶ 10.)  But plaintiffs 

do not allege when defendant Yee breached the obligation to contribute: did one or more of the 

plaintiffs ask defendant to contribute on a given date, and defendant refused?  Without such 

“when” allegations for each alleged breach, the Court cannot ascertain whether a cause of 

action for any given breach is barred by the statute of limitations.  (See, Professional Collection 

Consultants v. Lauron (2017) 8 Cal.App.5th 958, 966 [“a cause of action for breach of contract 

accrues on the failure of the promisor to do the thing contracted for at the time and in the 

manner contracted”].  See also, Reichert v. General Ins. Co. (1968) 68 Cal.2d 822, 831 

[“[g]enerally speaking, a cause of action for breach of contract accrues at the time of 

the breach”].) 

It appears that at least one alleged breach occurred in September 2009, more than 

10 years before this action was commenced and far outside any applicable statute of limitations.  

This occurred when defendant Yee expressly repudiated her alleged obligation to provide 

plaintiff Craig Waters with a quitclaim deed to the Grandview residence.  (Complaint, ¶ 16.)  

Plaintiffs are reminded of the truthful pleading rule, which prohibits parties from omitting 

damaging allegations from an amended pleading without an adequate explanation.  

(See generally, Larson v. UHS of Rancho Springs, Inc. (2014) 230 Cal.App.4th 336, 343-345.)  

This rule applies a fortiori to plaintiffs, who verified their Complaint. 

  B-3. The April 2016 Agreement. 

 Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

17. On or about April 24, 2016, in writing, reconfirmed [sic] her obligation 

to quitclaim her interest in the Subject Property to the Plaintiff Craig Waters by 

stating: “You can have the House … I’ll sign whatever papers you need 

but in exchange …”  Thereafter, the Plaintiff Craig Waters justifiably relied on 

the written promise of the Defendant Veronica Yee to provide said quitclaim 

deed.  [Emphasis added.] 

This allegation is highly ambiguous, because plaintiffs do not allege what obligations plaintiff 

Craig Waters was required to satisfy under the written agreement: those allegations are 
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relegated to an ellipsis.  Plaintiffs also do not allege whether Mr. Waters ever did in fact satisfy 

those obligations.  The Court notes that, without Mr. Waters providing something “in exchange,” 

there would be no consideration for defendant Yee’s alleged promise to deliver a quitclaim deed 

and thus no enforceable contract. 

 Plaintiffs shall attach a full and legible copy of the alleged April 2016 agreement as a 

tabbed exhibit to the amended complaint.  (See, Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1110, subd. (f).)  

Plaintiffs shall also allege whether plaintiff Craig Waters has satisfied all obligations he was 

required to satisfy under that agreement.  Finally, for the reason discussed in Part B-2 above, 

plaintiffs shall allege the date of each alleged breach of the April 2016 agreement. 

 The Court notes that defendant Yee, in her opening and reply papers, appears to be 

trying to assert an ‘evidentiary objection’ to the alleged April 2016 agreement.   This is based on 

defendant’s assertion that the subject ‘writing’ is in fact an unsigned email message rather than 

a signed paper document, and also that it somehow constitutes hearsay.  But of course, 

evidentiary objections have no place in a challenge to the allegations of a pleading.  Further, 

defendant’s contention that the subject writing is an unsigned email message is based on 

extraneous evidence that cannot properly be considered in this procedural context. 

The Court defers for future consideration whether an email message can be deemed a 

writing for purposes of determining the applicable breach of contract statute of limitations — two 

years or four years.  However, the Court’s preliminary assessment is that the lack of a signature 

is not dispositive of the issue.  (See, Amen v. Merced County Title Co. (1962) 58 Cal.2d 528, 

533 [“[t]he four-year statute of limitations, unlike the statute of frauds, does not require that the 

writing be signed by the party to be charged”].) 

  B-4. The First Cause of Action. 

 The First Cause of Action is for declaratory relief.  The Complaint is ambiguous as to 

which alleged contract is the subject of this cause of action; plaintiffs refer to the date of the 

April 2016 agreement, but then allege that they seek declaratory relief as to their rights under 

the January 2006 agreement.  (Compare, Complaint  ¶ 20 and Complaint ¶ 23.)  The Court also 
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sustains the special demurrer to this cause of action on the grounds set forth in Parts B-1 and 

B-2 above. 

  B-5. The Second Cause of Action. 

 The Second Cause of Action is for rescission of the January 2006 agreement.  The 

Court sustains the special demurrer to this cause of action on the grounds set forth in Parts B-1 

and B-2 above.  The Court also encourages plaintiffs to consider whether unwinding the 

January 2006 agreement, and restoring matters to their January 2006 status quo, is a genuinely 

practical remedy more than a decade after the agreement was entered into; the remedies of 

specific performance and damages would appear more practical, if plaintiffs can otherwise state 

a valid breach of contract theory. 

  B-6. The Third Cause of Action. 

 The Third Cause of Action is for breach of the January 2006 agreement.  The Court 

sustains the special demurrer to this cause of action on the grounds set forth in Parts B-1 and 

B-2 above. 

 Also, the reference to the date “February 16, 2017” is unintelligible, because none of the 

earlier allegations describe what allegedly happened on that date.  (Complaint, ¶ 29.)  Plaintiffs 

shall allege the significance of that date in any amended complaint. 

  B-7. The Fourth Cause of Action. 

 The Fourth Cause of Action seeks specific performance of the January 2006 agreement.  

The Court sustains the special demurrer to this cause of action on the grounds set forth in 

Part B-2 above.  The Court also notes the confusion caused by the fact that this is the only 

cause of action expressly brought only in the name of plaintiff Craig Waters; why would only 

Craig Waters sue for specific performance of the January 2006 agreement, when all plaintiffs 

are apparently suing for rescission or breach of that agreement? 

 C. Comment. 
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 Neither side has suggested that any of the three agreements has an attorney fees 

clause, and it appears to the Court that the amount in controversy may not justify the amount of 

attorney fees and costs that would be incurred during protracted litigation.  Also, both sides face 

challenges of proof, given the lack of formal documentation of the three agreements and the 

passage of time since the original 2003 agreement.  Finally, while defendant Yee may ultimately 

prevail in eliminating one or more of plaintiffs’ causes of action, defendant will still be left with 

the problem of her record interest in the Grandview residence — an interest that will eventually 

have to be resolved somehow. 

 The Court strongly encourages the parties to consider early mediation. 

 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN19-2245 
CASE NAME: CENTER PLAZA VS. R.W. LYNCH COMPANY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY RANDALL WILLIAM LYNCH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Before the Court is a motion to set aside default judgment (“Motion”), filed by Defendant 
Randall William Lynch (“Defendant” or “Lynch”). Defendant moves pursuant to Code of Civil 
Procedure section 473(b) on the grounds that the Summons and First Amended Complaint were 
not served on Defendant, which first resulted in his default, and because the later default 
judgment was entered due to the surprise of his counsel.  

The Motion is granted. Defendant Lynch shall prepare, file, and serve the proposed 
answer attached to counsel’s declaration within 10 days. 

Background 

This case was originally filed as an unlawful detainer action for premises in San Ramon 
occupied by R.W. Lynch Co., Inc. When possession was delivered to plaintiff, the complaint was 
amended. The First Amended Complaint (“FAC”) alleges two causes of action: breach of 
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contract and quantum meruit, and seeks close to $1.5 million in damages. Plaintiff’s proof of 
service indicates Lynch was personally served with the FAC on December 27, 2019.  

Lynch states that he is 71 years old and 6’1/2” tall, while the process server claims to 
have served someone who was about 60 years old and 5’9” tall. (See Declaration of Defendant 
Randall W. Lynch in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default, attached, inter alia, as Exhibit B to 
Declaration of Jessica O’Dea in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment, hereinafter 
“Lynch Decl.,” ¶¶1-2.) Lynch also states he has resided in Arizona since 2013, doesn’t recall 
being served with the initial Summons and Complaint in December, that he was not personally 
represented at the time, and that the first paper he received in this case was the request for 
default judgment, filed March 10, 2020. (Id., ¶¶3-6.) Lynch retained counsel only 12 days later. 
(Ibid.)  

Lynch’s counsel emailed plaintiff’s counsel requesting they stipulate to set aside the 
default on April 9, 2020, but plaintiff’s counsel did not respond. (Declaration of Leslie A. Baxter 
in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default, attached, inter alia, as Exhibit B to Declaration of 
Jessica O’Dea in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment, hereinafter “First Baxter 
Decl.”)  

Counsel for Lynch claims to have then attempted to file a motion to set aside the default. 
(See Declaration of Leslie Baxter in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment, 
hereinafter “Second Baxter Decl.,” and Declaration of Jessica O’Dea in Support of Motion to Set 
Aside Default Judgment.) Lynch’s counsel states, and provides evidence that, the motion to set 
aside default was placed in the Court’s filing drop box on April 13, 2020 by an attorney filing 
service, prior to entry of the judgment, but was not filed by the Court at that time. (Second 
Baxter Decl.) Counsel asserts her surprise at learning the motion was not filed, concluding that 
the papers were likely lost somewhere between the attorney filing service and the Court. (Id.) 

A default judgment for $263,060.41 was entered on April 27, 2020. This Motion was then 
filed on May 6, 2020.  

Lynch argues that he has a meritorious defense to the First Amended Complaint, under 
which he is only alleged to be liable under an alter-ego theory. He is retired, has not been 
involved with the day-to-day operations of R.W. Lynch Co. for years, did not personally sign the 
lease at issue, and did not guarantee the lease. (Lynch Decl., ¶10-13.) He points out that the 
only allegations set forth against him are “on information and belief” by someone with whom he 
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has never met or interacted. (See Lynch Decl., ¶17.) On this grounds, he requests sanctions 
against plaintiff’s attorneys pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 128.7(b)(3).  

Plaintiff argues, preliminarily, that this action may be subject to an automatic stay based 
on bankruptcy proceedings having been filed by R.W. Lynch Co. in June. It further contends 
Lynch’s testimony is not credible because he was personally served in December, because 
counsel for R.W. Lynch Co. had notice of this lawsuit, and because Lynch himself signed the 
bankruptcy paperwork on behalf of R.W. Lynch Co., purportedly supporting plaintiff’s alter-ego 
theory of liability. If the Motion is granted, plaintiff requests that Lynch be required to reimburse 
plaintiff for fees and costs, and to post a bond in the amount of $2,000,000. 

Evidentiary Matters  

Plaintiff’s request for judicial notice as to certain documents filed with the bankruptcy 
court is granted.  

Defendant’s Objection to Evidence No. 1 (Juhn Decl., ¶9, Ex. 3) - sustained – hearsay. 

Defendant’s Objection to Evidence No. 2 (Juhn Decl., Ex. 7) - overruled. 

Discussion 

As a preliminary matter, the Court may rule on this Motion. It is not subject to an 
automatic stay due to pending bankruptcy proceedings because the proceedings are those of 
R.W. Lynch, Co., not Randall Lynch. The automatic stay is not intended to benefit creditors, but 
rather debtors and, as a general rule, the stay protects only the debtor, not remaining co-
defendants. (Higgins v. Superior Court (2017) 15 Cal.App.5th 973, 979-980; Danko v. O'Reilly 
(2014) 232 Cal.App.4th 732, 748.) 

Code of Civil Procedure section 473 is a remedial statute to be “applied liberally” in favor 
of relief if the opposing party will not suffer prejudice. The law strongly favors trial and 
disposition on the merits. “Unless inexcusable neglect is clear, the policy favoring trial on the 
merits prevails.” (Minick v. City of Petaluma (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 15, 24, quoting Elston v. City 
of Turlock (1985) 38 Cal.3d 227, 235). 

Where the party in default moves promptly to seek relief, and the party opposing the 
motion will not suffer prejudice if relief is granted, “very slight evidence will be required to justify 
a court in setting aside the default.” (Murray & Murray v. Raissi Real Estate Development, LLC 
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(2015) 233 Cal.App.4th 379, 385.) However, in order to qualify for discretionary relief, the 
moving party must submit affidavits or testimony demonstrating a reasonable cause for the 
default. (Id.) 

“[C]ompliance with the statutory procedures for service of process is essential to 
establish personal jurisdiction. Thus, a default judgment entered against a defendant who was 
not served with a summons in the manner prescribed by statute is void.” (Dill v. Berquist 
Construction Co. (1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 1426, 1444 (internal citations omitted).) 

When a defendant argues that service of summons did not bring him or her within the 
trial court’s jurisdiction, the plaintiff has “the burden of proving the facts that did give the court 
jurisdiction, that is the facts requisite to an effective service.” (Coulson v. Cooper (1966) 245 
Cal.App.2d 866, 868.) Defendant is required to rebut the presumption of proper service arising 
from the process server’s declaration with evidence that he was not so served. He has done so 
here. Defendant has submitted his own declaration under penalty of perjury stating the first 
documents he received in this case were those related to the default judgment (Lynch Decl. ¶6.) 
The conflicting evidence must be construed in light of the policy favoring trial on the merits. The 
arguments related to whether Lynch’s defense to the alter ego allegations are not particularly 
relevant to the current Motion. 

Further, Lynch’s counsel acted with diligence to set aside the initial default. While the 
Court was closed due to concerns related to the COVID-19 pandemic, counsel attempted to file 
the motion to set aside before default judgment was entered. Counsel then successfully filed 
this Motion during the closure period when she learned default judgment had been entered.  

Plaintiff appears to argue in its Opposition that Defendant had actual notice of the default 
in light of counsel for R.W. Lynch, Co. being involved in communications regarding the eviction 
in December of 2020, but the emails are confined to representations related to R.W. Lynch, Co. 
Additionally, actual notice by an attorney not personally representing Lynch is not a substitute 
for proper service of him as an individual, and is insufficient to confer jurisdiction over the 
individual defendant. Further, the bankruptcy was not filed until June of 2020, when it is clear 
that Defendant had notice of this action because he had already filed the instant Motion. 

The Court finds that the default judgment was entered based on Defendant's 
inadvertence, mistake, surprise, or excusable neglect. Further, the Court will not require 
Defendant to post a bond or reimburse the fees and costs. While recovery of reasonable 
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compensatory legal fees and costs is appropriate where an attorney is at fault, the Court does 
not grant the Motion based on any fault of Lynch’s counsel. 

However, neither will any sanctions be considered pursuant to CCP §128.7. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN20-0567 
CASE NAME: IN RE: SANJH CHHETRI 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Minor’s Compromise is approved. The court will sign the order provided. 

 

  

17.  TIME: 10:30   CASE#: MSN20-0143 
CASE NAME: HUNT VS. GARCIA 
HEARING ON REQUEST FOR RESTRAINING ORDERS RE: CIVIL HARASSMENT 
FILED BY JOSIAH HUNT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Parties to appear or the restraining order will expire. 
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ADD-ONS 

 

 

18.  TIME: 9:01   CASE#: MSC20-00555 
CASE NAME: HANCOCK VS. PROGRESSIVE DIRECT AUTO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY PROGRESSIVE SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to amend its answer is granted. Such motions are liberally allowed and 
plaintiff has demonstrated no prejudice in granting leave to amend in this recently filed case. 
The amended answer is ordered to be filed within 10 of this hearing. 

 

 

19.  TIME: 9:02   CASE#: MSN20-1131 
CASE NAME: LESTER VS. FOCKLER 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 
FILED BY TOBIAS M. LESTER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Petitioner Tobias Lester seeks a Writ of Mandate from this court commanding 

respondents, the Concord City Clerk, the Concord City Attorney and the Clerk-Recorder-

Registrar of Contra Costa County, to change the ballot question drafted by the Concord City 

Attorney for a Tax Measure (Measure V) to be placed on the November 2020 ballot. Petitioner 

also seeks to modify the City Attorney’s Impartial Analysis to be included with the ballot 

materials. 

For the reasons stated below, and to the extent stated below, the court grants the 

petition in part. 

Background 
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Concord voters approved a 0.5% transaction and use tax in 2010 when they adopted 

Measure Q. In 2014, the voters extended that tax until March 2025. Given pre-existing financial 

difficulties and faced with additional challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, the City 

Council decided to place another tax measure on the ballot. Measure V seeks to increase the 

existing sales tax from 0.5% to 1%, and to omit the automatic expiration of the tax to one that 

will remain in place unless repealed by the voters.  

Petitioner timely objected to the wording of the ballot question, particularly the failure of 

the ballot question to specify that the measure would result in 0.5% increase of the sales tax. 

Petitioner also sought to challenge the City Attorney’s Impartial Analysis even though that had 

yet to be published. Petitioner raises a few concerns with the Impartial Analysis with his reply. 

To save time and given the overlapping issues, the Court will address the Impartial Analysis in 

this tentative ruling, understanding that respondents have not yet had an opportunity to be heard 

on the matter. 

Analysis 

Under the Elections Code, the wording of a ballot measure must state the ballot 

question, or what the Elections Code calls the “label,” in 75 words or less.  (Elec. C. § 9051 (b.)   

The ballot question must state “the nature” of the measure.  (Elec. C. § 13120.)  The official who 

drafts the ballot question “shall give a true and impartial statement of the purpose of the 

measure in such language that the ballot title and summary shall neither be an argument, nor be 

likely to create prejudice, for or against the proposed measure.”  (Elec. C. § 9051 (c).) 

Within ten days after that description is made available for public inspection, any voter 

may then seek a writ of mandate to require the description to be amended.  The writ shall be 

granted only upon “clear and convincing proof that the material in question is false, misleading, 

or inconsistent with the requirements of this chapter . . .”  (Elec. C. § 9295 (b)(2).  “Inconsistent 

with the requirements of this chapter” has been construed to mean that the material is “partial,” 

meaning that it suggests to the voters how the city council wants them to vote or that it casts a 

favorable light on one side of issue while disparaging the opposing view.  (See Martinez v. 

Superior Court (2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1245, 1248.)   
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Deference is given to the official who drafts the ballot question.  (See Martinez, supra, 

142 Cal.App.4th at 1248 (deferential standard of review).  At least when the ballot question is 

drafted by the Attorney General, and presumably also when drafted by a Town Attorney, “all 

legitimate presumptions should be indulged in favor of the propriety” of the drafter’s actions.  

(Becerra v. Superior Court (2017) 19 Cal.App.5th 967, 975.)   

The test is not whether the ballot question could be more complete.  (Martinez, supra, 

142 Cal.App.4th at 1248.)  Further, a court is not free to wordsmith the ballot question and 

change it just because it believes it could be better.  (See Martinez, supra, 142 Cal.App.4th at 

1248 (the ballot title need not be the “most accurate,” “most comprehensive,” or “fairest” that a 

skilled wordsmith might imagine); see Yes on 25, Citizens for an On-Time Budget v. Superior 

Court (2010) 189 Cal.App.4th 1445, 1454 (court not free to change accurate statement to reflect 

its interpretation of the common sense understanding of the language).) 

Petitioners claim that the ballot question exceeds the 75 word limit and is false, 

misleading and partial for various reasons. Only a handful of cases address these issues. 

In Martinez, the ordinance in question would have changed the term limits for Los 

Angeles city council members from two to three.  The ballot question spoke of “changing” the 

limits, but failed to state that the change was to “lengthen” them.  A voter petitioned the trial 

court to change “change” to “lengthen” in the ballot question.  The trial court went even further 

and made that change to both the question and the title.  The court of appeal reversed, saying 

that the voter’s request for relief should have been denied in its entirety.   As to the title -- 

COUNCIL MEMBER TERM LIMITS OF THREE TERMS; CITY LOBBYING, CAMPAIGN 

FINANCE AND ETHICS LAWS. CHARTER AMENDMENT AND ORDINANCE PROPOSITION 

___, the court concluded summarily, “We find nothing . . . false or misleading [or] partial.”  

(Martinez, supra, 142 Cal.App.4th at 1247-1248.)   

The court said that whether the word “lengthen” should have been used in the question 

was a closer question.  Nevertheless, the court said,  

The question could be more complete, and thus more informative, 

by noting that the measure increased the number of terms a 
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council member could serve from two to three; we presume that is 

the effect the respondent court was trying to reach by inserting 

what it described as “more specific” language. But the 

completeness of a ballot question is not the test; the test . . . We 

understand “partial” to mean the council's language signals to 

voters the council's view of how they should vote, or casts a 

favorable light on one side of the term limit issue while disparaging 

the opposing view. By that measure, the council's language is 

impartial because it does not hint at how the electorate should 

vote, nor does it disparage one side or the other.  (Id. at 1248.)   

In McDonough, the ordinance in question would have reduced the pension costs of the 

city of San Jose.  The ballot title and question that the City Council drafted said “pension 

reform.”  The voters who sought the writ of mandate argued that the title and the question were 

partial because they cast the initiative in a positive light and were a powerful cue to the voters to 

vote for it. 

The trial court denied the writ of mandate, but the Court of Appeal reversed.  

Acknowledging that a court should order a change in a ballot title or question only in a clear 

case, the court stated, “We believe the ballot title ‘PENSION REFORM’ is such a clear case.  

The word ‘reform’ in both definition and connotation evokes a removal of defects or wrongs.  By 

combining this charged word with ‘pension’ in the title, all in capital letters, the city council has 

implicitly characterized the existing pension system as defective, wrong, or susceptible to 

abuse, thereby taking a biased position in the very titling of the measure itself. The title should 

be altered to read ‘PENSION MODIFICATION’ to eliminate the use of the argumentative word 

‘reform.’”  (McDonough, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at 1174-1175.  The court also ruled that the word 

“reformed” should be changed to “modified” in the ballot question.   

Finally, the court in McDonough ruled there was an even greater defect in the ballot 

question.  The text there implied the reform was necessary or essential city services would have 

to be cut.  The court ruled that this language should be put into the argument.  It was 

inappropriate in the ballot question, which was required to be stated in “neutral, unbiased 
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language.”  (Id. at 1175-1176.)   

These cases are not easily reconciled.  Martinez held that it was acceptable for a ballot 

title and question to speak of changing term limits without stating that the measure would 

lengthen them.  McDonough held it was unacceptable for a ballot question to couple the words 

“pension” and “reform” because “reform has carries the connotation of making something better.   

Turning to the present case, the City concedes that at least one key phrase “could have 

been more artfully drafted.” It agrees to modify the language to state: “extending/increasing the 

existing voter-approved sales tax from 0.5% to 1% . . . ” Petitioner accepts this language and 

the Court too finds that the language clarifies the purpose of the measure. 

As to the duration of the tax, the Court finds the City’s proposed language that the tax 

will remain “until ended by voters” is adequate. Petitioner’s proposal of using the word “repeal” 

or adding “unless and until” constitute unnecessary wordsmithing.  

The City has also demonstrated that the language “the State cannot take” the funding is 

accurate and neutral. See California Redevelopment Assn. v. Matosantos (2011) 53 Cal.4th 231, 

249; City of Bellflower v. Cohen (2016) 245 Cal.App.4th 438, 456-57.  

Similarly, the City is properly telling voters that the Measure will “continue” locally 

controlled funding. Petitioner claims that “increase” would be a superior word but has provided 

no evidence, let alone clear and convincing evidence, that the Measure will result in an overall 

increase in city funding despite the looming budget shortfalls. Additionally, the word “continue” 

correctly alerts voters that the Measure Q sales tax will be extended beyond the automatic 

termination date. With the later language added of “extending/increasing” the tax, the Court 

does not believe voters will be misled by the word “continue.”   

The City’s use of the phrase “protect/maintain” followed by a listing of popular city 

provided services is problematic. To highlight only favored services that may or not be funded 

by the Measure may “cast a favorable light on one side of the issue” (Martinez) and could create 

prejudice in favor of the measure.  (Elec. C. § 9051 (c); see McDonough.) The Court would find 

that adding “potentially” or “possibly” or “including but not limited to” before listing some of the 
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favored services to be more impartial.   

The City failed to address Petitioner’s contention that the word “medical” should be 

stricken. If it is true the City does not provide medical services and/or if any medical services are 

funded via a different income stream, the word “medical” should be deleted.  

With regard to the 75 word limitation, the City’s concedes that “voter-approved” counts 

as two words. The Court is persuaded that the dollar sign in $27,000,000 and the % and cent 

symbol (now deleted from the proposed text) count as part of the word to which they are 

attached, not as separate words. See Respondents’ Attachment B, Contra Costa County 

Elections Division’s Guide for City, School and Special Districts.  

As for the Impartial Analysis, the Court is not persuaded by Petitioner’s arguments. In 

the analysis, the City plainly states that the tax proceeds “may be used for any valid 

governmental purposes including” a subset of the services provided by the City. The framing of 

the issue makes clear that the services identified are not an exhaustive list. There is nothing 

partial or misleading in the statement. 

The statement that the measure “would terminate when repealed by Concord voters” is 

also impartial and not misleading. The word “when” does not signify a particular set date for the 

repeal. While the word “if” may be preferable, it is not required. 

The court is mindful of the deference it must grant to the City regarding the language of 

the ballot question.  Therefore, the Court is not presenting a revised ballot question. Rather, the 

Court requests that the City fax to the Court and email to Petitioner’s counsel its revised 

language in light of the tentative ruling. That way the parties and the Court can address any 

remaining issues while reviewing the most up to date text.  

 

 

 

 

 


